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BUROX NEW 111

DETERGENTAND SCALE REMOVER. TAKEAWAYMINERAL
DEPOSITS AND DREGS FROM VERTICALSURFACES. RUST

SOLVENT.

USE:
BUROX NEW 111 is a powerful concentrated, that quickly penetrates and
dissolves the deposits of caustic lime scale, rust, algae, stains, mineral
sediments and dregs. It is largely used in the process of removal of the
chips in the plants for the treatment of the waste, for the treatment of water,
in the fish industries for the removal of the sediments of the salty fish, and
so on.

BENEFITS:
BUROX NEW 111 is characterized by a powerful cleansing action, it
quickly penetrate without producing hazard smokes and without excessive
corrosion.
However during the use of this product be very careful, because it can
provoke burns if used with carelessness in the maximum concentration.
BUROX NEW 111greatly reduces the labor time it effectively dissolves
patinas and insoluble deposits that would normally require a long process
of brushing, scraping or chipping.
BUROX NEW 111 is stable during the maintenance, it doesn’t change with
the changing of the temperature, and it also preserve his energy for long
periods of storage. It remove the scale from the water meter, pumps, water
vapour plants and so on.
Stains and alteration of colour on brass pipes or copper pipes disappear
with a simple application of BUROX NEW 111.

USE SUGGESTION:
Apply BUROX NEW 111 with a brush, with a sprayer or in immersion.
Let it penetrates for some minutes, then carefully rinse with water. In case
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of extremely thick scale repeat the
treatment. Always carefully rinse. Dry where it is possible with compressed
air.

PRECAUTIONS
Some types of chromium-plating, of aluminium or porcelain metal could
lose colour or shining.
The surfaces, would be preventively tested, for determining its resistance to
the chemicals. For protecting the other surfaces cover them with a plastic
film.
Don’t use our BUROX NEW 111on magnesium or zinc ( galvanized ).
Avoid the contact with rolled plastic if you have not tested it before.

FEATURES– COD. 51A24/3
Type - Inhibited scale remover detergent
Flammability - Flameproof
Toxicity - Harmful if ingested
Smell - Almond
Colour - Red
pH - 1
Composition - Composed by detergents, inhibiting agents,

penetrating agents

Note: - The contents of this document based on our own knowledge and
experience on the product. It is given as an indication, do not assume our
responsibility for particular applications.
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